Abstract: Paths searching is a significant work for urban rail transit network. Because of various time weights included in nodes on this network, the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm fails to find the shortest paths. In order to still use this traditional algorithm, the general approach is to expand this network, but additional efforts are introduced. Another approach that will be proposed in this paper adopt the dual principle which changes the label-object from node to edge, and it doesn't need to expand the network, meanwhile, we take the time into/outside a station into account. The improved Dijkstra's algorithm has a time complexity of O(mlogm). And the comparison of their computational efficiency on urban rail transit of Beijing shows that the new algorithm's computing time is a little longer than the traditional algorithm's. The time difference is about 0.016 seconds between a single OD pairs averagely. However, we think that the saving time with no need for additional efforts can balance the increased computing time.
Introduction
The shortest paths problem is one of the most fundamental network optimization problems, and is applied in the field of transportation and network communication widely. Many researchers have studied this problem, and have proposed a series of shortest paths algorithms. There are a lot of papers [1, 2, 3] that analyze various shortest paths algorithms from both aspects of theoretical analysis and practical application. The theoretical analysis is focused on algorithms' time complexity, while practical application is focused on the computing time of these algorithms used on different network structures. Lu have reviewed various shortest paths algorithms qualitatively [4] . The shortest path algorithm proposed by Dijkstra [5] in 1959 performs better than other algorithms on digraph without negative-value edge.
Paths searching is the precondition of the ticket income distribution and the passenger flow assignment of urban rail transit network. Xu et al [6] proposed a transit assignment model considering passengers' multi-path choice behavior. This model is based on paths searching, that is, they have to find K shortest paths before assigning traffic, and the shortest path is the fundamental of K shortest paths. Considering various weights within nodes on urban transit network, we have to expand these nodes before using the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm with labeling node. However, there is not only a larger scale network, but also additional efforts to map the shortest path on expanded network into original network, while expanding the original network. A good approach [7, 8, 9, 10 ] is used to search shortest paths without expanding nodes on urban road network, which adopts dual principle to change the label-object from node to edge. However, there are some differences between urban rail transit network and road network, for example, the time into or outside a station appeared merely on urban rail transit network.
In order to search the shortest paths on unexpanded urban rail transit network, we reference the approach which labels edge instead of node on urban road network, and take the time into or outside a station into account meanwhile, to improve the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm.
The analysis of urban rail transit network structure
As soon as the OD(Origin and Destination) on urban rail transit network was determined, the ticket price of this trip is decided accordingly. Hence, passengers just care the travel time when they choose the path between this OD pairs. Moreover, we find the path with minimum travel time in this paper. The total time of a trip on urban rail transit network contains five parts: the time into a station, the train's running time at an interval, the train's dwell time at a station, the transfer time of passengers and the time outside a station. Notice that, the time into a station refers to the time from outside of a station to the station's platform, also includes the time for waiting the train's reach; moreover, the time into the same station and destined for different lines are different, as well the time outside a station. Likewise, the transfer time of passengers also contain the time for waiting the other train's reach. Considering the different influence extent of the five parts of the total time to passengers' path choice, we have to deal with them reasonably. For example, we can multiply an enlargement coefficient by the transfer time of passengers, because this part of time is more influential than other parts to passengers' path choices. In order to represent the urban rail transit network directly and obviously, we usually adopt the topological structure as shown in Fig. 1 , in which a node or an edge refers to a station or a direction of train running interval. Nevertheless, this structure only describes the train's running time as the attribute of edge, and the other four parts of the total time are included in nodes. Because of nodes including various time weights, the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm with labeling node fails. For example, when the node E is scanning in the process of finding the shortest path between A and C, we can't decide the node E's label value(refers to the total time of the path from A to E ). The cause is that Fig. 2 The expanded graph of a transfer station we can't determine which transfer time or dwell time is selected in node E before the next node is chosen(perhaps B or C or E). To make the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm available, the general approach is to expand all the nodes on the network. The expansion of node E, as shown in Fig. 2 , can represent the other four kinds of time of a trip as the attribute of different edge.
Although the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm is valid on the expanded network(graph), the more large-scale network needs either a larger computer storage space to save the graph, or more time to scan the nodes on this graph. In addition, the shortest path on the expanded network has to transform into the path represented by nodes(stations) on original network, which is another additional trouble work. In order not to expand the original network, some researchers adopt a new approach to deal with the problem that nodes include various time weights on urban road network [9] , in which they give label-value to edge instead of node. They have to decide the first and the last edge firstly before finding the shortest path between an OD pairs. This is reasonable because a trip starts on an edge and ends on another edge on urban road network, however, a trip on urban rail transit network has to starts on a node(station) and ends on another node. In addition, the time of into or outside a station only appears on urban rail transit network. Hence, we adopt the approach with labeling edge on urban road network for reference in this paper, meanwhile, consider the time of into or outside a station, to improve Dijkstra's algorithm and make it available on unexpanded urban rail transit network.
A new implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm
The traditional Dijkstra's algorithm based on labeling node starts at origin node and search outward step by step until the destination node is found. Firstly, two sets are constructed: a node set D stores the nodes labeled permanently and the other node set S contains the nodes labeled tentatively. Then extract the node with minimum label-value from the tentative set S and put it into the permanent set D, and then update its successive nodes' label-value and put them into the tentative set S. the algorithm terminates , if the destination node is labeled permanently or the tentative set S is empty. The fundamental difference between the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm and the improved algorithm in this paper is that they have different label-object(the former is node and the latter is edge). First let we denote some variables that will be used in new algorithm.
() GV,E refers to original graph without expanding, where V refers to the set of n nodes(stations) and E refers to the set of m edges; st p refers to the shortest path between origin s and destination t, and we take the stack to store the sequence of these nodes in st p ; ij e refers to the edge start from node i to node j, therein, , ijV ∈ ; j I refers to the set of all edges that enter into node j, that is, {,} Fig. 3 The flow chart of new Dijkstra's algorithm with labeling edge As we can see from Fig. 3 , the new Dijkstra's algorithm is composed of Initialization, Search Procedure and Get the Path. We initialize the label-value of all the edges in the graph G in the Initialization phase. With regard to every edge exiting from the origin node s, its initial label-value is the sum of its train's running time sk c and the corresponding time into station s, and the other edges' label-value are set to infinity. In the second phase, similar to the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm in the iterative process, the new algorithm extracts an edge with minimum label-value in the temporary set S and put it into the permanent set D, and then update the label-value of all its successive edges, until that the set S is empty or all edges entering into the destination t are permanently labeled. In the third phase, because of considering the time outside a station, we can't determine which the shortest path is before adding the corresponding time outside station s. With regard to every edge entering into destination t, we add its corresponding time outside station s to its label-value, and select the edge with minimum value as the last edge of the shortest path. We can get the all nodes in the shortest path by means of going back from the last edge to origin s using the map F that stores the predecessor edge of every edge labeled either permanently or temporarily. Different data structure used to store the edges(nodes) labeled temporarily corresponds to different time complexity in the Dijkstra's algorithm. There is the best computational complexity (log)
Omnn + of the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm by using a Fibonacci-heap so far [11] . We use the dual principle that changes the label-object from node to edge in this paper, however, the search strategy is similar. While extracting the minimum element from the set S, we have to determine whether all the edges entering into destination t are labeled permanently or not, that is, to check the permanent set D with the time complexity (log)
Om every loop. Therefore, the time complexity of the new Dijkstra's algorithm is (log)(log) OmmmmOm ++× , that is (log) Omm , so that there may be a good computational efficiency on a sparse graph.
Computational experiments
In order to compare the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm(Primary Algorithm) and the improved Dijkstra's algorithm(New Algorithm), both of them are applied to find shortest paths on the urban rail transit network of Beijing in 2014(as shown in Fig. 4 ). There are 227 stations(nodes) and 508 directed edges, and will be increased to 964 nodes and 2292 edges if the network is expanded. The timetable comes from Beijing Mass Transit Railway Operation Corporation, while the transfer time and the time into/outside a station is estimated according to the real situation. Notice that the network doesn't include the Line 7 and Line 14 because they are operated by another corporation. We use C++ programming language to implement both of algorithms on a computer installed a Windows 7 operating system , and its CPU is Intel Core2 2.53 GHz, 2GB RAM. Fig. 4 The topological structure of urban rail transit network of Beijing in 2014
We select 10 groups of OD pairs randomly, such as 100 OD pairs, 200 OD pairs,…, 1000 OD pairs, and then use both of algorithms to find shortest paths of each group. Notice that before using the Primary Algorithm, we have expanded the Beijing subway network, while the shortest paths are composed of expanded nodes. Hence the computing time of the Primary Algorithm doesn't include the time to expand network and map shortest paths from the expanded graph to the original graph. Although Dijkstra's algorithm could find all the shortest paths from origin node to the others on the graph, the OD pairs in each group are selected randomly, so that there is different origin node in the same group. Without loss of comparability of the two algorithms, hence, we make sure that any shortest path between each OD pairs is searched by using Primary or New Algorithm once, instead of using either of algorithm once to find multi-OD pairs' shortest paths. Fig. 5 The comparison of the two algorithms As shown in Fig. 5 , the New Algorithm takes more computing time than the Primary Algorithm in each group, and the gap widens between them with the number of OD pairs increasing. However, the time difference between these algorithms remains stable(about 0.016 seconds), while finding the shortest path of a single OD pairs, as shown in Table 1 , the New Algorithm's average computing time of any group is about 0.042 seconds, and the Primary Algorithm's is about 0.026 seconds. It shows that these algorithms have stable performance with random OD pairs on the given network. The reasons why the New Algorithm is slightly slower than the other, is that the extra works to search the permanent set D has to be done during each iteration, and the time to find the transfer time or dwell time in a set which stores these time is added during the updating label process. Although the New Algorithm's computing time is a little longer than the Primary Algorithm, it doesn't need to expand the original network and map the paths on the expanded network to the original network. Therefore, the saving time with no need for these extra works may compensate the New Algorithm's excess computing time on some types of network.
Conclusions
Paths searching is precondition for the passenger flow assignment and the ticket income distribution on urban rail transit network. Because of various time weights within nodes on this network, the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm with labeling node fails to find the shortest paths. We adopt the dual principle that changes the label-object from node to edge, and consider the time into/outside a station meanwhile, to improve Dijkstra's algorithm so that it is available on the original network without expanding. And the improved algorithm has a time complexity of O(mlogm). The application of both algorithms on Beijing Subway network indicates that the New Algorithm's computing time is a little longer than the Primary Algorithm's. The average difference remains 0.016 seconds steadily between a single OD pairs. The extra works to search the set D and the set which stores all the transfer time and the dwell time result in more computing time in the New Algorithm. However, the saving time with no need for expanding network and mapping the paths on the expanded network into the original network may compensate the New Algorithm's excess computing time on some types of network. And this will be studied in the future.
